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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the existence of co-opetition in the marketing of the three neighboring 
countries of Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda as a single tourist destination since 2013 to date.  It focuses 
on the dynamics, form, typology and tactics experienced, and how these can be harnessed for 
mutual benefits to both the single destination and the individual countries.  Learnings made from 
various studies have led to broad recommendations that the destination marketing organizations 
(DMOs) of the three countries could apply in order to enhance and sustain competitiveness of their 
destinations.   

 

1.0 CO-OPETITION IN THE TOURISM SECTOR 

In the tourism sector, globalization processes are not only bringing effects of intensified competition 
(Karlsson, et. al., 2010), but also creating opportunities for increased cooperation between 
destinations (Mariani, et. al., 2014).  This ensures that both competition and 
cooperation/collaboration thrive concurrently. As co-located destinations, regions have 
progressively streamlined their tourism and trade policies in favour of cooperation through increased 
competition.  Competition in such destinations is both from the micro environment (internal 
between the destinations offering homogenous products) as well as from the macro environment 
(external from other destinations with similar experiences). 

 

Collaboration between competing destinations to jointly position themselves competitively, and the 
fact of having the right information and at the right time have become vital elements to compete in 
a new global world where tourism market share by region remains very consistent. According to the 
UNWTO Barometer Report 2016, market share per region has been very consistent/sluggish 
growth or change, with very little increase or decrease if any. This calls for collaboration of regions 
to jointly build their muscle within the global markets in order to jointly increase their regional share 



of the global market.  Africa for instance has recorded a market share between 3% and 5% over the 
past 10 years.  How should destinations in Africa work together in the spirit of cooperation to 
jointly grow their market share beyond 5%?  Perhaps coopetition is the answer to this question, and 
the three countries of Kenya, Rwanda and Uganda have made strides in this regard. 
 

From a consumer or traveler perspective, there are many reasons and motivations that the traveler 
or holidaymaker travels for. It could relate to business, leisure, adventure, pilgrimage, to visit family 
and friends, to play golf or to watch their team playing.  All that regions want is for travelers to 
spend more time in their destinations and by so doing end up visiting all, or most of the partner or 
collaborating countries.  All in all, a traveler isn’t much bothered/ or even aware of this concept as 
they travel despite the fact that destinations compete or collaborate because of the traveler – all 
wanting a piece of his pocket-share.  

Coopetition strategies applied by partners either to facilitate or incentivize the traveler have been 
applied in various successful regions such as the , The Caribbean Island, Cote d’Azur, Vanilla Islands 
and East Africa among others. 

2.0 COOPETITION IN EAST AFRICA: MARKETING THE REGION AS A SINGLE 
DESTINATION 

The Northern Corridor Integration Projects (NCIP) is a massive initiative undertaken by Kenya, 
Rwanda and Uganda since 2013 under Presidential directives. Ethiopia & South Sudan recently 
joined the corridor initiatives in 2015 while Tanzania and Burundi remain observers.  These 
countries make up the east African region.   

DMOs in Kenya (Kenya Tourism Board - KTB), Rwanda (Rwanda Development Board - RDB) and 
Uganda (Uganda Tourism Board - UTB) have been working together to implement a Joint 
Marketing Strategy developed in the year 2013 and that expired in early 2017.  In this process, the 
public stakeholders (e.g., the Destination Management Organizations) often take on the leading role 
encouraging private companies to collaborate with each other and inducing the formation of 
coopetitive strategies, Kylanen & Mariani 2007. 
 
In a recent meeting between the three tourism boards together with the East African Tourism 
Platform (EATP), which is the umbrella private sector association for the region, a report was 
generated indicating positive results from the implementation of the strategy.  Subsequently, 
recommendations were made to reinforce coopetition in order to provide further advantages to 
respective destinations within the region. (Annex. 1)  This coalition continues to involve the apexes 
of global competiveness: 1) coopetition, 2) inter-organizational relationships, and 3) public-private 
partnerships.  

 

2.1 The dynamics and form of the coopetition within east Africa 

The NCIP initiatives consist of three major clusters where various sectors led by private and public 
corporate are handled with the single aim of making the region more competitive: 



1. Infrastructure and ICT – includes airspace, roads, rail, etc 
2. Energy 
3. Tourism, Trade and Customs. 

Tourism is one of the key sectors under the third NCIP cluster and the tourism initiatives are 
spearheaded by the Joint Tourism Marketing Committee, which consists of the DMOs and private 
sector associations. Overall goals for tourism include 1)To position Destination East Africa in Africa 
and globally 2)To promote intra-regional and inter-regional travel & tourism 

From this analysis, the form that this coopetition takes is quite diverse and flexible including new 
players whenever they are ready, supporting multi-sectoral agendas and sectors that support growth 
and development of others (interdependency) and also focusing on longterm goals of individual 
countries.  Gryszel, 2012 reierates that Cooperation in Clusters is the new form of tourism and 
deduces that successful coopetition is through a cross sectoral approach. 

 

2.2 The typology, strategy and tactics implemented and experienced in this coopetition 

During the past four years, there has been reported growth in all sectors where the countries have 
collaborated, making the region more competitive. This has been highlighted in the Annex 1 
document reporting increase in tourism product offering through educating the trade, enhanced 
quality of products through regional standardization, ease of visa issues allowing a single visa and 
online application of the same, among others.   

With enhanced infrastructural development, this will grow intra-regional travel which despite 
marketing the region as one, each country continues to market themselves within the region.  Kenya 
has seen tremendous growth in tourism arrivals from the region with Uganda moving upwards from 
position three to top as Kenya’s leading source market in Africa and fifth globally.  As the 
destinations collaborate to market globally, they enhance product offerings, increase awareness 
amongst residents, open the skies and enable intra regional traffic which in the end will grow the 
consolidated market share of Africa in the global travel field.   

 

2.3 Learnings from this coopetition 

Global coopetition is complex, and requires careful designs and regular inputs from various 
network, Luo, 2007.  In the case of East Africa, this has institutionalized new government ministries, 
departments and appointment of coordinators of these NCIP projects, led to review of regulatory 
frameworks and review of laws and policies to enable enhanced collaboration.   

New opportunities have arisen and partner states have been able to seize these to their advantage. 
With enhanced collaboration to achieve global competitiveness, the competition between partner 
destinations has increased due to exposure to new markets by all partners and convergence towards 
similar product offerings.  This in turn has meant that demand and price dynamics have ensured 
more affordable offerings for residents of the countrys leading to increased intra-regional travel.  As 
Kenya moves to a more mature destination as opposed to Rwanda which is still at high growth level, 
and as Uganda quickly moves towards Kenya, each destination strives to find a niche and 
competitive advantage inorder to remain relevant and a profiting player in the coopetition.  This is 



exhibited and confirmed by Luo, 2017 where Niche-filling provides a competing destination an 
opportunity to leverage capabilities and competencies ahead of competition.  UTB and RDB 
previously benchmarked with Kenya in as far as marketing strategy and operating model is 
concerned, and Kenya has regularly reviewed her own model in order to remain a market leader. 
Further, as the countries reap the fruits viable, and profitable coopetition, intra regional relationships 
have become healthier and friendlier.  No single country in the coopetition is a by-stander anymore 
and this fulfils tourism’s very important Goal of Intra cultural integration as in deed Tourism is For 
All, UNWTO 2016. 

We have observed low coopetition, low collaboration and low competition in some clusters and 
sectors of tourism while the opposite is observed in others.   

 
Conclusion: 
From the previous evaluation and as further informed by Scott, et.al. 2014, further analysis of best 
form and tactics to be applied in the east African coopetition to ensure high value returns to the 
respective players, and industry as a whole is required.   
Along the themes identified by Scott, et.al,2014, of review and further research and enhancement of 
the process, intensity, dynamism, and level of coopetition, East Africa proposes to proceed with this 
relationship in 2017 onwards in select priority areas as co-location partners which the author opines 
will generate highest returns as outlined in Annex 1. 
 

As Kenya partners with WTFL 2017 as the Start Up destination sponsor, the country has an 
opportunity to showcase her innovativeness in destination management and seeks like minded 
corporate in a coopetition bid in order to remain competitive globally. 
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